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Guidelines

CONSENT! Maximum enjoyment of all starts with enthusiastic consent! Before 
sharing snacks, hugs, or a sleeping bag: ASK. If someone is unable to understand 
what they are being asked or unable to say what they want, then they can not 
consent to sharing anything.

LNT! Priceless is a leave-no-trace event, so please remember to: (1) Bring your trash 
to the dumpster. We have limited trash bins and they fill up quickly; use them 
sparingly. (2) Separate your trash, recycling, and compost. (3) Do a moop sweep of 
your campsite after packing up. 

SWIMMING! There are no lifeguards on duty. Official pool limit is 25 people. Due 
to high waters, DO NOT swim in the river this year. This is a pool party, not a river 
party.

SNEKS! In the event of a rattlesnake encounter, clear the area as safely as possible. 
Once safely outside the area, please immediately find someone with a radio to call 
our herpetologist to handle the nope rope.

HELP! It's dangerous to go alone. If you need help, go to MARS Medical, go to 
security at door, or find a planner with a radio. 

EVAC! If you hear a PA and air horns indicating an evacuation, grab your keys, your 
ID, and life-saving meds and go to the parking lot. Do not attempt to grab any of 
your gear. Follow all instructions from venue staff. Follow directions to get back to 
the main road.

FIRE! It’s fire season. No fires of any kind are permitted. No personal stoves 
allowed; utilize the meal plan! Additionally, there is a “Citizen Kitchen” near 
Convergence with a few stoves and tables to expand your options. Lastly, smoke on 
the road only and dispose of waste safely.

ABSOLUTELY NO FIREWORKS, CAMPFIRES, GENERATORS, CANDLES, 
OR FIRESPINNING.

GUIDELINES

Sssh, don't tell — we're having an UNDERGROUND party at Priceless this year!

 Get ready to get down & dirty at the Dirt Stage with us and 750 of your favorite 
subterranean friends. You might worm your way into fascinating conversations, seed 

cool new ideas, and discover some hidden gems. 
And if you know the right people, you might even get invited to a super-secret 

underground party within the party — PwPwP, if you will. Can you dig it?



Music

Red Panda
Piotron
Illexxandra
Grease Withaspoon
Beat Kitty
Borchi

PARTY WITHIN A PARTY

DJJD
Mark Alter
Shramp 
Mr Jennings
LabRat
K-Luh
Tha Fruitbat
SWOMP
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9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM

11:00 AM
12:00 PM

1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM

7:00 PM

9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
 1:00 AM
 2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM

DAY PARTY

Daniel Berkman (live 
dinner set, 1 hour)
  
SHRiNES
Alxndr
Da Moth
Vinja
Alejo
pheel.
Ooga
Isturite
Tasstik
Spoken Bird

6:00 PM

9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM

1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM
5:00 AM
6:00 AM

Reba Elizabeth
Ilana Arbisser
Frankie Myers
Charles Darius
Tom Lattanand
Foxtails Brigade (ends 11 PM)

6:30 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:00 PM
8:50 PM
9:45 PM

LIVE MUSIC

Hydroplane
Griffin Crafts

 11:00 PM
12:30 AM

FOREST VIBES

11:30 PM
12:30 AM

1:45 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM

FOREST VIBES

Eklektik
Mischa
Fairplay
JK47
James Nasty
Anna Morgan

11:00 AM
12:00 PM

1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM

DAY PARTY

fool_0f_ideas
Tom Lattanand & Daniel Berkman
The Forgetmenauts (ends 12 AM)

9:00 PM
9:50 PM

10:45 PM

LIVE MUSIC

Ganucheau
Jonah Sharp
Edamame
Sleep Party

12:30 AM
1:30 AM
2:45 AM
4:00 AM

FOREST VIBES

S
A
T

S
U
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O
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Azuki
Rook
Boudoir Research
Bodhi McBoatface
Daggz
Elevated Mind
Sylph
Ananaki

Dr. Toast
Tor
Asymmetry
Formanter
Sleep Party

POOL STAGE DIRT STAGE



Bass Bubble
Sean Stevens
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

bassbed
Ben Aldern, Erik Zaro
Transcend the aural experience of music into 
the land of embodied vibration. The Bass Bed 
is like laying on a subwoofer without the risk of 
tinnitus. Feel the lows move your body while 
laying on soft blankets with your friends.

Brain Wash
Greg Kemerer
Come bathe your senses in the warm glow of an 
immersive, interactive audio/visual environment 
in the style of an automatic car wash.

cacoons
Treigh
Come get cozy with a canopy of cacoons. soft 
glowing light and hanging cacoon pods to crawl 
inside of and take a nap and dream away. 

Cube Garden
The Phasians!
Sit and play in a field of reactive, glowing cubes!

Dice of Destiny
Raz Swimmer, Annie Gale
Courageous enough to roll the dice on your 
destiny? Change the course of your life if only for 
a moment. Find your way to the Fates’ Folly and 
roll the Dice of Destiny. Enter not alone, for in 
this place our destinies are deeply intertwined. 

Do-it-yourself Portrait Studio
Justin Winokur
Lets you and your friends be in charge of your 
own professional photo shoot.

Dragon Egg 
Karen Yang, Geoff Schmidt
Beneath the forest stars, a simple egg awaits,
Radiating gentle light through wood and steel 
plates. 
Step within, feel warmth grow, as the chill abates, 
Each shifting hue a whispered tale that 
captivates.
In our Dragon Egg, dear friend, a universe 
pulsates."

FART
Nick Avila, Kevin Meissner
Catch a ride* on FART, the new public transit 
system! *destination choice not guaranteed. 

Fractal Vortex + Lava Tube
Rich DDT & Polyscopes
A mesmerizing interactive mirror, Fractal Vortex 
is a fun way to add recursive beauty to your 
dance moves. Motion becomes a generative 
feast for the eyes. A whirlwind of color ensues, 
motivating everyone to get their groove on.

Goblin Hollow
Sophie Meyer, Chuk Moran, Renee Green, Andie 
Biggs, Gene Feingold, Rochelle Urban
In a ramshackle hideout among the trees, under 
their state-of-the art onion lanterns, the goblins 
play. Peek inside to explore goblin games, facts, 
and gain a new perspective on goblin society. 

GROVE
Psychedelic Safety Alliance
An intentional space to grieve and mourn over 
lost community members from the pandemic, 
using visual, sound, and somatic cues to process 
difficult feelings. 

Hot Tubes 2 
Dan Walsh
Like a hot tub, but dry. Come wrap these tubes 
around your body today.

Ladybug
Josh Zubkoff, Sri Guttikonda, Soma Holiday, Zee 
Weinstock
A whimsical, interactive sculpture with joysticks 
for antennas, buttons for spots, and a belly of 
hypnotic LEDs. Standing participants control the 
lights, delighting viewers lying beneath.

Light Orchestra
Ping Yee
Conduct an orchestra of light! Create a 20-foot-
tall light show in real time.

Live Mural
FrozenFeathers
Reflecting the environment and sharing stories 
of the specific site, using realism and a vibrant, 
contempory color palette, and centering the 
experience of women.

Loss in Translation
Mona Wang, Caitlyn Crites, Janna Huang, Kerem 
Goksel, Yanni Dahmani
A cozy room inspired by şadirvan (cleansing 
fountains), housing a sound project containing 
non-English recordings from PoC and other 
minority artists, spoken in our native languages.
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Art



Magic Rocks
Ashley Newton 
Glowing magical rocks found deep in the earth — 
where did they come from? only the gnomes know 
— that offer light and a place to rest your bum.

NAP DANCE
Danielle Cohen, Charles Phillip, Radu Raduta, Sean 
Stevens, Amanda Dunn Warnow, Zachary Warnow, 
Amanda Denz, and Justin Silver
A swinging canopy bed, for rapidly alternating 
between dancing and napping. Comes with 
lullaby instrumentals between bass bangers. Our 
motto is, “To sleep, perchance to dance.”  

Passage 
Katie McClung
Originally built as part of "The Folly" at Burning 
Man in 2019. A tribute to moments, memories, 
and loved ones who have passed and the ways 
we keep them alive as time continues forward. 

Platonic Light
Gene Feingold 
The platonic solids have long represented perfection. 
Now with LEDs, Platonic Light represents the 
perfect party trap. Step into the friend zone!

Postcards from Dreamland
Ellen Juhlin, Justin Oliphant
Wonder what it's like in Dreamland? Wonder 
no more. The denizens of Dreamland have 
dispatched messages to the people of Priceless; 
and these dreamscapes are available for all to 
marvel at, just be sure to open the right mailbox.

Priceless Phone Switchboard
Drew Brosnan, Jenna Clark 
A one-of-a-kind, immersive art project that takes 
viewers on a journey through time. Featuring 10 
working phone extensions, each representing a 
different era and department of the company.

Pricemore
Mischa Steiner, Adrienne St. Aubin
Need a costume, knickknack, or camping gear? 
We’ve brought the last festival’s unclaimed lost 
and found here where you can barter for it. Take 
less, Pricemore! 
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Side Quest New Friends
Kristina Finnegan
Do you love those seemingly pointless side 
quests in video games? Would you love to go 
on one in real life? Here's your chance! Find a 
friendly NPC and receive your own side quest. 
Work together for friendship! Explore! Win a 
prize!

Sound Cauldron
James Brunner
Enter an alternate audio reality when you and 
your friends cast your voices into the Sound 
Cauldron. Let shared vibration release your 
inner song and become entranced as boundaries 
dissolve in a rising crescendo. Whisper answers 
long forgotten.

The Canopy
Kevin Reynolds
A hypnotic cnidarian chandelier of thousands of 
LEDs displaying ever-shifting patterns to delight 
and amaze. Come watch its flickering light, or 
learn to control it yourself!

The Green Fairy 
Karen Castelletti, Carson McNeil and The Faerie 
Dust Society
An art nouveau-themed poetry and absinthe bar. 
Come enjoy a drink or two, share spoken word 
art and try our homemade absinthe! absinthe!

Touchtone
Chris Linder
Touchtone instruments direct contact between 
people creating an element of exploratory play. 
The piece provides an opportunity for people to 
share touch with each other in a way that is non 
goal oriented and captures a sense of wonder 
and delight.

Void Room
Meredith Corley, Joe Rollin, Tal Shiri
Ultra-black fabric to creates a calm and cozy 
space in which participants cannot see each 
other, but can hear, feel, or just chill out.

Zomes
Rob Bell, Yash Sekhon
The Zomes of Rob Bell have delighted travelers 
far and wide who have been drawn to their 
alluring ftorms. These beautiful inter-celestial 
escape capsules free the imagination from 
constraining thoughts.

Art (continued)



12:00 - 12:30 PM
Truth & Dare w/ Marcia & Mark
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Build intimacy using an age-old game. 

12:30 PM
Singing in Harmony w/ Grace*
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Learn unique vocal exercises to stretch and 
strengthen your vocal range.  Call out songs you 
want to sing and learn harmonies on the spot. 
Integrate voice with movement. All levels welcome.

1:30 PM
Beginner Microfusion w/ Ben
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Want to partner dance? Do you like connection, 
musicality, and touch? Are you an experienced 
dancer looking to add small, sensual movements 
to your repertoire? Join for a microfusion beginner 
class. No experience necessary.

2:30 PM
Daytime Dating Soiree w/ Jess
@ The Pergola / Hot Tub Lawn
Mix, mingle, and meet new dates and partners. All 
are welcome. 

3:30 PM
Booty Shaking Meetup w/ Zephira
@ The Pool Stage Dance Floor
Twerk it out as you play on the dance floor. Wear 
your most booty positive outfit.

4:30 PM
Colorful Expressions: Eye Makeup w/ 
Shannon*  
@ The Firepit
An all gender eye makeup workshop to support 
you in feeling colorfully expressive. Eye palettes, 
tools, and tricks provided -- bring your own as well!

6:00 PM
Stories for Drinks w/ Laura V.
@ The West Meadow
Tell a story, get a drink. Bring a cup.

7:00 PM 
Institute of Party Studies Panel w/ 
Jonathan*
@ The East Meadow
A moderated panel with four professional party 
scholars discussing the latest in ludic research. 

Activities
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SATURDAY
7:00 PM
Speed Friending w/ Erica
@ The West Meadow
Engage in one-on-one speed friending through 
10-minute-long conversational games designed to 
bring people into closer connection. 

8:00 PM
Embrace Your Flaws: Transformational 
Self-Honoring w/ Janelle 
@ Sun House Porch
Release frustration, embarrassment, and self-
sabotage. Learn a method of self-relating to find 
more ease, flexibility, and integration so you can 
act in alignment with yourself.

8:00 AM
Birdwatching w/ Laura* 
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Birds are real. Do your own research. Bring 
binoculars if you have them.

9:00 AM
Sunrise Yoga Flow w/ Valerie*
@ The Pool Lawn
Join for a chilled out flow to ease into the day. 
Bring a yoga mat or towel.

Sing-a-long Songs w/ Doe*
@ The West Meadow
Sing-a-long songs, ballads, and more for the young 
and young at heart. Friendly, silly, and, inclusive. 

10:00 AM
BDSM Work(out) Shop w/ David & 
Brigham
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Bench press. Deadlift. Squat. Military press. Get 
help setting up your rig and perfecting your form.

11:00 AM
Creating Consent Culture w/ Marcia
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Learn how to insert choice into daily interactions, 
why tending to your limits creates clarity, and 
some simple yet profound practices you can 
implement that can have a ripple effect of positive 
change to everyone around you.  

SUNDAY

* indicates a kid-friendly activity



This year's topic will be FOMO and the Multiverse: 
How do you know all those other you's are having 
a better time?

10:00 PM
Tarot Adventures w/ Wolf
@ The Cozy Dome
Explore the archetypes of Tarot through the lens 
of symbols, patterns, and stories. Then explore our 
environment through the lens of tarot. Bring your 
own deck if you have one.  

9:00 AM
Toddler Meetup w/ Ruza* 
@ The Firepit
Bring your inner child of any age to the play pen. 

10:00 AM
Acroyoga 101 w/ Ruby & Eda*
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Learn to fly, learn to base, or both. Bring a yoga 
mat or towel.

11:00 AM
Meditation w/ Gregory 
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Come and sit still; we’ll Vipassana our way inside 
and see what we can find. 

12:00 AM
Life Drawing w/ Donal & Emily*
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Enjoy a serene and absorbing respite; a 
celebration of all bodies; an exercise in being 
comfortable with yourself; and an opportunity 
to create art.  Willing participants can model. 
Materials provided, but bring a cushion to sit on. 
Open to all levels.

1:00 PM
Flow Arts w/ Nick*
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Come try an assortment of dance props.  Learn 
to move, dance, and flow in new ways guided by 
the inherent movement of the prop. 

Face & Body Painting w/ Suzan* 
@ The Firepit
Adorn your face and body. Materials provided or 
bring your favorite medium. 

2:00 PM
Mocktail Mixology w/ Lila* 
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Make zero-proof libations that delight your 
taste buds and elevate your health. Delicious 
mocktails have the complexity and aesthetics, 
minus the booze.  Bring your own clean cup and 
thermos, if you have one. Limited to 20 spots.

3:00 PM
Thai Massage w/ Jewels
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Grab a partner, friend, or someone with a 
nice smile and learn the fundamentals of Thai 
massage. You'll be guided through giving a 
massage to your partner (and they'll get to 
practice on you). No experience necessary, bring 
something to lie on, an open mind, and a heart 
full of love.

Collaborative Cave Painting w/ 
Wildwoman & Zogg*
@ The East Meadow
Don’t think you’re artistic? If a caveman can 
do it, you can too. We’ll provide the cave and 
paint, you bring your creative hominid self, 
and together we’ll make beautiful works to be 
displayed during the Party-within-a-Party. 

4:00 PM
Somatic Chakral Journeying w/ Dr. Unicorn
@ The Firepit
A transformative journey where the sacred 
essence of the throat chakra merges with the 
ethereal currents of existence.

5:00 PM
Creatively Integrating Expanded States w/ 
Alex
@ Chaw'se Lawn
Integrate your expanded states experience with 
community—through movement, writing, and 
drawing.

6:00 PM
Crystal Costuming *
@ The Firepit
A diamond's gotta shine. Polish up real nice 
before Party-Within-a-Party and make the whole 
place shimmer.
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Activities (continued)

MONDAY

* indicates a kid-friendly activity



EDIBLE ART
Bamboo Lantern
John Dang
The Bamboo Lantern is a mobile bistro cart 
bringing you late night food surprises  from the 
night markets of Asia.   

Coffee and Tea Stations Inside the Party to 
Fuel the Party
The Amandas
A self service hot beverage station meant to fuel 
and nourish the party. 

Night Market (Saturday)
Ryan Nitta, Aaron Hubbard, Kara Yu
Inspired by our travels, we wanted to recreate 
the energy and happiness of Asian street 
markets. On Friday we will have: Takoyaki, 
dumplings, yakitori, and Vietnamese egg coffee. 

Pizza is All You Need (Sunday)
Chase
Pizza, in the woods, made by you. Or me. For 
you, or me. Delicious as can be, feel free to 
choose the cheese and steal a real sweet piece 
with glee.

The Quest for Stone Soup
Renee Green, Sophie Meyer, Chuk Moran
The Goblins have conspired to reveal their 
lesser-known way by crafting an adventure for 
all—will you embark on this soup-er quest?

Saturday Dinner
Sunday Brunch
Sunday Dinner
Monday Brunch
Monday Dinner
Tuesday Breakfast

6:00PM 
10:00AM

6:00PM
10:00AM

5:00PM
8:30AM

8:30PM
12:30PM
8:30PM
12:30PM
7:30PM
11:00AM

-
-
-
-
-
-

Included in the price of your ticket, 
served at Convergence.

Ice is available for purchase, $10 per 
bag. One size. Cash only.

Food
MEALS


